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1. INTRODUCTION 

The subject matter in this work is the determination of the 
hadron mean free path <\r> for a given reaction г in intranuc
lear matter, by direct measurement. 

In analyzing collisions of high energy hadrons with massive 
target nuclei, at energies above the production threshold, the 
mean free path < Ar> of the incident hadron in intranuclear 
matter for a difinite collision reaction r is useful to apply 
instead of corresponding hadron-nucleon collision cross-sec
tion; but, nobody knows for shure whether the hadron-nucleon 
cross section for a given reaction г - for the particle-produ
cing collision, for example, is the same when the target nuc
leoli is free or when it is among many nucleons inside a massi
ve nucleus. The answer to the question "What is the cross sec
tion or the mean free path of a hadron for a process in colli
sions with nucleons inside a target nucleus or, in other 
words - in intranuclear matter?" must find its answer primari
ly in experiment; it is not obvious a priori that the cross 
section for a hadron-nucleon collision process with free nu-
cleon is the same as that for the same process in hadron-nu
cleon collisions with nucleons inside a target nucleus. 

The problem to be discussed here is concerned mainly with 
the method of experimental determination of the mean free path 
for particle-producing proceso in hadron collisions with ob
jects inside target nuclei,and it is also concerned with fin
ding of the relation between cross section for hadron colli
sions with free nucleons and corresponding mean free path in 
intranuclear matter. 

This paper closes the series of articles on the subject 
published in JINR Communications by one of the authors 
/Z.S./'I.B/. 

2. HEURISTIC CONSIDERATIONS 
An atomic nucleus, characterized by the mass number A and 

the charge number Z, can be considered as a loosely bound col
lection of nucleons within a spherical volume of finite size 
and definite radial distribution of the nucleon density. 
At a given distance b from the nuclear diameter of a straight 
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line traversing the nuclear sphere, one can determine the 
thickness P(b) of the intranuclear matter layer and the mean 
nucleon density <-̂ (b) inside a cylindrical volume v - TTUQ ?(b), 
f(b) and <p(b)> can be determined simply and uniquely 3' 4' -
from the well-known Fermi distribution 5 for any of atomic 
nuclei; indeed, the determination is possible due to the ex
perimental data on tin: nuclear structure obtained by R. Hof-
stadter / 6 _ 8 /. 

When the radius D(l of the volume v is as large as the strong 
interaction range of the nut-loon, the hadron interacts with 
all the nucleons contained within it, in passing along the cy
linder axis t = ?(b); it lias been found experimentally 9' 1 0' 
that DQ should de taken approximately as large as the nucleon 
diameter DQ is. 

This way, arrived at identical target nuclei along straight 
line courses and hit them ,-it identical distance h from nuclear 
diameters, or at definite impact parameters 1), liadrons have to 
cover definite intranuclear matter layer thicknesses f(b) and 
interact with definite number nN(b) of the nucleons met n^h) = 
= "Е)0Г(Ь) - p(b)> . In other words, any target nucleus may be 
considered as a col lei (ion .if a coin-like intranuclear matter 
slabs of various radii and of definite thicknesses; for a gi
ven impact parameter I) the thickness of the collection is 
f (b). On the other side, anv sample of collisions of IQ iden
tical hadrons with idculir.il target nuclei (Л, Z) at a given 
impact parameter b = const,ml may be considered as a colli
sion of a beam of hadrons of the intensity I Q with an intra
nuclear matter slab oi a thickness l'(b). 

Consider then a h.idron Mux I, incident on a layer thick
ness df within a target nucleus. The differential intensity 
loss due to a reaction r is given by 
dl = -Ia r <p^d., (1) 

where at is the hadron-nuc1 eon cross section for the reaction 
г. ^р> is the volume density of nucleons along the hadron 
path f . So, 

-*,<*»' "'''«.TV (2) 
I = I 0e =i 0e ' P . 

where t in fm, af in fm /mn Icon, <p> in nucleons/fm 3, I is 
the intensity or the number of hadrons which have travelled 
a distance f in intranuclear matter, when the intensity of 
the incident beam was I„ . 
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From the formula (2), simple relation between the mean free 
path?, in fm, the cross section c r in fms/nucleon, and the 
mean nucleon density <p> in nucleons/fm along t exists: 

£r = — . (3) 

It is useful to express the mean free path in units nucle-
ons per some area S in fm , and to name it <A t> whereas the 
thickness in this unit to name A. Naturally and conveniently 
it will be to use S =rDj, where D 0= 1.81 fm is as large appro
ximately as the nucleon diameter, or - exactly - as the nuc
leon strong interaction range / e , 1 0 /- In such units, the mean 
free path<A r> is <p>-independent, and related simply to the 
cross section <r_ : 

<A r> = £, • < ? > - - * - . (4) 

where <Ar> we will express in nucleons/S units and at in S/nu-
cleon, S - 10.3 fm2. 

Here, it should be borne in mind that in analysing pion-
xenon nucleus collisions it has been found that the number n H 

of the emitted nucleons of kinetic energies from about 20 MeV 
up to about 400-500 MeV equals the number п«= irD0

8<p> t "of 
nucleons contained within the volume v = irD0l centered on the 
hadron path ((b) fm inside intranuclear matter and involved 
in the collision" - 1 E /. 

As the basis for any measurement of the mean free path 
<Ar> of a hadron inside a medium before to come in it into 
a reaction t, the formula 

I = I 0 e (2') 

is taken, where I is the number of the beam particles covering 
the medium layer of a thickness A without the reaction r, I 0 

is the number of particles in the incident beam falling on 
this layer. In hadron-nucleus collisions, I Q is simply the 
number of events with a given collision impact parameter 
b±Ab- constant, where Ab = DQ, and I is simply the number 
of the events among I Q in which incident hadron traversed the 
target nucleus without causing the reaction r. 

Let the reaction r is the particle-producing collision at 
the impact parameter b + D f l inside the target nucleus. Then, 
the intensity I is the number of hadrons which covered the 
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thickness Л=Л( b ± D 0 ) without causing particle production, 
whereas the intensity In is the number of hadrons which fell 
on the intranuclear matter layer of the thickness A = A(b+D 0) 
at the impact parameters b+D 0. 

For the measuring of the mean free path <A,', the quantities 
IQ, I, A(b ± Dg) should he determined experimentally, and we 
will show how it is possible to do it. 

3. SELECTION CRITERIA FOR COLLISIONS 
AT DEFINITE IMPACT PARAMETERS 

Firstly, the selection criteria for the hadron-nucleus col
lision events must be worked out in which the collision impact 
parameter b ± Do is ri-ov-iiizod uniquely. As physical basis for 
the criteria, some experimental facts must be used: 1. Hadrons 
are braked and can be stopped inside intranuclear matter; defi
nite range-energy relation exists I 3 - 1 5'. 2. For a given inci
dent hadron and for a f.iveii target nucleus, there exists such 
definite value of the hailron momentum P n s at which the hadron 
li can pass through the i nt ramie 1 ear matter layer as thick as 
the target nucleus di.nneter 1) is without causing particle pro
duction and stop at (lie end ol this layer. For the кл^е n u _ 

clei and for incident pious it happens at the collision impact 
parameters within the value 1 imits of h from 0 - D(| to 0 t D 0 

at the momentum value l'vs 3.5 GeV/c. This momentum can be 
found experimentally from the momentum-dependence of the pro
bability p s t of the stoppings, fig. 1 . Such stoppings within 
the intranuclear matter layers as thick as the xenon nucleus 
diameter D happen only at uniquely definite P^value and at cor
responding impact parameters b - 0 ± D 0 ; at larger impact pa-

0.15 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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n 1 1 1 \ 1 t 1 1 A 1 

У p GeV 4 c 

Fig.l. Incident pion momentum 
P„-dependence of the probabi
lity P s t of the occurrence of 
pion stoppings in intranuc
lear matter. At the point P„s 

on the pion momentum axis the 
value of P,rB(D) which corres
ponds to stoppings on the mat
ter layer thicknesses as large 
as the target nucleus diame
ter D nucleons/S lies; for 
Ч^Хе target nucleus this va
lue is'™ P„s= 3.5 GeV/c. 
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Fig. 2. The proton multiplici
ty np distribution N(n_) for 
the stoppings ~ •, and for 
the passages - • without cau
sing particle production in 
ргоп-хепоп nucleus collisions 
at 3.5 GeV/a momentum; accor
ding to previous works ' 10/. 
Poligon represents the bino
mial distribution of the pro
ton multiplicities in stop
pings. 

rameters, the stoppings do 
not happen at a l l / 1 3 / and on
ly passages at unknown impact 
parameters b > D 0 happen - it 

is due to spherical shape of the target nucleus; at higher 
P , P„. > P,,.S(D) , the passages occur only. 3. The proton multi
plicity n p distribution N(np) in a sample of the stoppings, 
after the hadron passages throgh the intranuclear matter layer 
thickness as large as the nucleus diameter is, has a chiracte-
ristic symmetric bell-like shape with the symmetry axis loca
ted at the mean proton multiplicity <n > = -j- n D D<p> =•%- SD, 
where S = nDQ and D is in nucleons/S; <n p> in the stoppings 
can be predicted for a given nucleus from the experimentally 
known information about nucleon emission process in hadron-nu-
cleus collisions l l and from the experimentally known charge 
distribution in nuclei' 3 - 5 /;for the xenon nucleus <n p> з 8, 
fig.2. In any other class of events, at any other incident pi-
on momentum the shapes of the N(n_) distribution are diffe
rent. 4. Any hadron causes the emission of nucleons with kine
tic energies from about 20 MeV up to about 400-500 MeV from 
the target nucleus in passing through it; the number n N of the 
nucleons equals the number n N of nucleons contained within the 
volume v = irD̂ P centered on the hadron path in intranuclear 
matter, and interacted with the projectile 1 1 , 1 E / . Among the 
nucleons emitted is some number n of the protons and the ra
tio 4p/n N changes from 0 to 1, in average, it equals <np/npf>« 
= Z/A. Such fluctuations of the <n /n N> are found when the 
projectile hadrons were electrically charged, it would be of 
great importance for the knowledge about the nucleus structure 
to test it for collisions of neutral hadrons with nuclei. 

000 
10 n. 15 
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And so, it is possible to single out the events in which 
the incident hadrons, pions for example, fell on the target 
nucleus at the impact parameter b = 0 + D 0 and passed through 
the nuclear matter layer \ in nucleons/S as thick as the nuc
leus diameter D in nucleons/S is and do not cause the particle 
production. In fact these "passages" are stoppings on the mat
ter layers as thick as the target nucleus diameters, but they 
can be treated as passages through the intranuclear matter 
layers as thick as the target nucleus diameter D in nuc
leons/S is. In order to single out such events, one should 
analyse stoppings in hadron-nucleus collisions at definite 
projectile momentum P h s determined by the above described pro
cedure, using <n p • - P h distribution shown in fig.l; now, it 
is possible to determine P[,s from the range-energy relation 
for hadrons in intranuclear matter. 

Secondly, the events should be selected in which incident 
hadrons fell on identical thicknesses Л(Ь + D„) = A (0 +D 0) =D 
in nucleons/S inside intranuclear matter, causing any-type 
collisions; in other words, the events should be selected in 
which incident hadrons collided with definite target nuclei 
at definite impact parameters b = 0 ± D 0 = constant. 

The number I 0 of the events in which incident hadron fell 
on the target nucleus at the impact parameter b = 0 ± D 0 can 
be determined •* - from the measurable target nucleus radius 
R, known for nuclei well enough 5 /, and from the total number 
N 0 of the hadrons which fell on the nucleus - known as the to
tal number of the any-type events among which the "stoppings" 
on the nucleus diameter D were selected: 

"Do b = N„-», (5, 

as R such impact parameter b has been taken at which the intra
nuclear matter layer thickness / 3 , 4 / A(b + D 0 ) =0.5 nucleons/r, 
or b = R = 7.59 fm; for D 0 the value 1.8 fm was taken. 

Thirdly, the collision events should be selected, in the 
sample I Q of the above ones, in which the incident hadrons 
traversed the target nuclei along their diameters without cau
sing particle production. These events are the stoppings on 
the intranuclear matter layers as thick as the target diameter 
is. The stoppings at definite incident hadron momentum R|,B 

are just the events looked for. This way we have the value for 
I as well. 
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4. MEASUREMENT OF THE PION MEAN FREE PATH 
IN INTRANUCLEAR MATTER 

In this measurement, xenon target nuclei were used bombar
ded by negatively charged pions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum in the 
180 litre xenon bubble chamber at the Moscow Institute for 
Theoretical and Experimental Physics 1 6 • 

Out of N 0 = 6301 any-type collision events I = 96±10 stop
pings on D nucleons/S were found in the photograph scanning 
and analysis'10'. Simple calculations 3'4', based on the data 
on the nuclei structure , lead to the value A (0 ± D Q) = 
= 19 nucleons/S of the intranuclear matter layer thickness 
the incident pions traversed. Formula (5) gives the value I Q = 
= 358 ±19. 

From formula (2'), we have the moan free path <Aj n>for the 
particle-producing collisions of hadrons in intranuclear mat
ter: 

<A i n>._^£J?0) ; (6) 
l n ln(I/I0) 

this is the measured value for pions, we call it <^ f fin >m««s * 
Using the values for A (0 + D Q ) , I0 , and I obtained in measu
rements, we have: 
^ i n ^ e a s - l 4- 4 * '-8 nucleons/S. (7) 

The value of the mean free path calculated from formula 
(4) usiug the data on pion-nucleon inelastic cross section 7 / 

at the incident pion momentum 3.5 GeV/c., чпр i n = 21.6+1.10 mb 
or 0.21±0.0I S/nucleon, is: 
< A „ i n > c a l c = 4.8 + 0,2 nucleons/S. (8) 

The ratio <A„ i n > m e a a and <Л„ iir-cal(. is: 

t = < A , r i n >""" g =3.0 ±0.15. (9) 
<A . > . 17 in calc 

It means that formula for the det ermination of the pion mean 
free path <A„. j n> in intranuclear matter, for the particle-pro-
iucing collisions, should be 
C A i M n > = lt nucleons/S, (10) 

''in 
jhere Wj is the cross section for elementary pion-nucleon 
inelastic coll ision in S/nucleon uni ts . 
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There are indirect experimental indications 1 8 that rela
tion (10) is valid for both the pion- and the proton-nucleus 
collisions within wide interval of the projectle momentum va
lues - from about 2 up to about 1500 GeV/c; various quantities 
characterizing hadron-nucleus collision outcome, calculated 
using free-parameterless formulas in which the relation 
(10) plays fundamental role, are in agreement with correspon
ding experimental data / 1 8 /. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

The value <A f f i n > e !_ obtained experimentally is definitely 
larger than the value <krr j n > c a I c calculated using the formu
la (4), commonly applied, and the known data on the inelastic 
cross section ain for elementary hadron-nucleon collisions'17' 
The pion mean free path in intranuclear matter for particle-
producing collisions obtained experimentally is larger than 
the mean thicknesses <Л> of the heaviest nuclei, which are 
smaller than about 11 nucleons/S / 4 /; it is comparable with 
the maximum thicknesses of the heaviest nuclei as well'4''. 

Obviously, relation (9) for the particle-producing colli
sions,and others similar which might be obtained for other 
reactions r, is valid for special type of collisions - for the 
particle-producing collisions in the case under discussion 
here. For the any-type collisions - for the total cross sec
tions - formula (4) which is commonly in use should be valid; 
the mean free path <A t> for any-type collisions should be re
lated to the hadron-nucleon total cross section ст( in S/nu-
cleon as: 
< A , > = — nucleons/S. (II) 

t at 

In this work, the selection criteria of the stoppings and 
of the any-type events included to value I 0 and to value I 
were reexamined''10'' and the values obtained for <A„ i n > e x p 

and for к are determined more accurately. Previous paper 
contain less accurate data, which lie within experimental 
errors, although. 

Here, the m e m free path < A f r i n > e i i ) was obtained for pions 
at P„ =• 3.5 GeV/c only. The questions arise therefore: Will 
the relation (9) be valid for other values oflj? Will it be 
the same relation for other hadrons - for protons, kaons, and 
other? The conclusive answer lies in experiments, but it will 
be reasonably to expect the answer "yes". 
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The method worked out here and in previous papers 1 , a can 
he applied in future experiments by various techniques, as well 
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Стругальский 3., Муса М. Е1-87-695 
Определение среднего свободного пробега 
адрона в ядерной материи до столкновения, 
ведущего к рождению частиц 

Показано, как возможно определить на опыте средний сво
бодный пробег < X j n • для столкновений адронов в ядерной ма
терии, ведущих к рождению частиц. Определен средний свобод
ный пробег для пионов в ядрах '^Хе п п и и м п У л ь с е 3,5 ГэВ/с. 
Найдено соотношение между <A i n• в единицах нуклон/S и сече
нием а- в единицах S/нуклон для неупругих столкновений ад-

1 2 
нов с нуклонами: • A j n- - к — — , где S = 10 фм , к = 3,0* 

in 
i0,15; приводится физический смысл величины S. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 
Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1987 

Strugalski Z, Mousa M. El-87-695 
The Determination of the Hadron Mean 
Free Path for Particle-Producing Collisions 
in Intranuclear Matter by Measurement 

It is shown how it is possible to determine the hadron 
mean free path <A( for particle-producing collisions in 
intranuclear matter by measurement. The mean free path for 
the collisions of pions inside Лле nuclei at 3.5 CeV/c 
momentum has been measured. The relation between <Л, П^ 
in units nucleons/S and the hadron-nucleon inelastic cross 
section a- in units S/nucleon is found: <A > = к —-— 

1П 1П О : 
in 

where S - 10 f.r2., k = 3.0+0.15; physical meaning of S is 
given in this p-^er. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Reaearch. Dubna 1987 
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